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Only if your pronunciation is accurate!This activity lets students hone their speaking and listening skills with English pronunciation. To help you pick and choose, each URL has a brief desCharming r-NO PREP-vocalic r-airby This product sample includes materials for your therapy session and supporting homework sheets for carry over for vocalic r
ending /air/:-/air/ therapy word list-/air/ homework sheets (3)-/air/ therapy sentence list-/air/ sentence homework sheets (1)-/air/ therapy minimal pairs list-/air/ minimal pair homework sheet (1)-/air/ therapy minimal pair sentence list-/air/ minimal pair sentence homework sheets (1)**Purchase this individual pack or FULL final vocalic /r/ packet at a
discounted price orCharming r-NO PREP-vocalic r-ireby This product sample includes materials for your therapy session and supporting homework sheets for carry over for vocalic r ending /ire/:-/ire/ therapy word list-/ire/ homework sheets (3)-/ire/ therapy sentence list-/ire/ sentence homework sheets (1)-/ire/ therapy minimal pairs list-/ire/ minimal
pair homework sheet (2)-/ire/ therapy minimal pair sentence list-/ire/ minimal pair sentence homework sheets (1)**Purchase this individual pack or FULL final vocalic /r/ packet at a discounted price orCharming r-NO PREP-r speech packet-/ro/by This product sample includes materials for your therapy session and supporting homework sheets for
carry over for /ro/:-/ro/ therapy word list-/ro/ homework sheets (2)-/ro/ therapy sentence list-/ro/ sentence homework sheets (1)-/ro/ therapy minimal pairs list-/ro/ minimal pair homework sheet (1)-/ro/ therapy minimal pair sentence list-/ro/ minimal pair sentence homework sheets (1)**Purchase this individual pack or FULL initial /r/ packet at a
discounted price or FULL BOOK for max discounted priCharming r-NO PREP-r speech packet-/rɑʊ/by This product sample includes materials for your therapy session and supporting homework sheets for carry over for /rɑʊ/:-/rɑʊ/ therapy word list-/rɑʊ/ homework sheets (1)-/rɑʊ/ therapy sentence list-/rɑʊ/ sentence homework sheets (1)-/rɑʊ/ therapy
minimal pairs list-/rɑʊ/ minimal pair homework sheet (1)-/rɑʊ/ therapy minimal pair sentence list-/rɑʊ/ minimal pair sentence homework sheets (1)**Purchase this individual pack or FULL initial /r/ packet at a discounted price or FULL BOOK for max discoSound Destinations - Free versionby Foreign Language TeachersA common EFL activity that is
very good for helping students practise their pronunciation and identify the differences between minimal pairs. Laminate if desired for durability. I LOVE FEEDBACK! PLEASE TAKE THE TIME TO DROP ME A LINE! Created by: Michelle Hinkle Ostrow M.S., CCC-SLP © Speech Rocks (2016) All rights reserved by author ~ single user/classroom
onlyMinimal Pairs- r and wby Print these on Avery labels 5160. The font is Comic Sans, boxes are blue, and the word partner shouldn't be under the number. Each student receives a sound destination card 2. Happy play doh smashing!Grace FranklinInternet Resources for r-sound therapyby Want something new for your r-therapy students? 4. It is
minimal pairs at its core, but there is a sound component where you add the first sound e.g. a 'b', 'd' or 's' in this version to another word, to help blend clusters together for example 's-wing' = 'swing'. "or" vs. R minimal pair drills {FREEBIE}by This download includes 20 w/r minimal pair drills. I first made it to better suit my needs when teaching
teaching an English phonetics class. Give each student a fly swatter. Also, some great pictures for minimal pair therapy, some work lists and (my favorite) an interactive game using r-controlled vowels. The teacher should demonstrate the activity with the whole class first. This deck works on selecting all of the attributes and/or functions which match
a particular animal (in this case, a dog). My changes include from the original version include:Color codingRe-arrangement of some of the vowels and /h/. If the student says a word incorrectly, make sure that everyone hits the word that was actually said and not the one that they may have intended. It can be a useful starting point to get your students
to visualize - then verbalize the use of clusters if typical minimal pairs therapy is really hardTypes:Charming r-NO PREP-r speech packet-/r˄/by This product sample includes materials for your therapy session and supporting homework sheets for carry over for /r˄/:-/r˄/ therapy word list-/r˄/ homework sheets (1)-/r˄/ therapy sentence list-/r˄/ sentence
homework sheets (1)-/r˄/ therapy minimal pairs list-/r˄/ minimal pair homework sheet (1)-/r˄/ therapy minimal pair sentence list-/r˄/ minimal pair sentence homework sheets (1)**Purchase this individual pack or FULL initial /r/ packet at a discounted price or FULL BOOK for max discounted priEnglish Phonetic Chartby My version of the English
Phoneme chart. The activities all come with clear instructions for an SLP or teacher or parent, are no prep, and are easy to use with distance learning.More than 30 pages of activities including:3 auditory bombardment lists3 minimal pair drillsSound cues and dots3 syllable flowers3 board games at the word level3 tic tac toe boards for phrase level3
word search puzzles for sentence level1 tongue twister activity for theGrades:Types:Gliding Minimal Pairs Play Doh Matby Talk About It Speech PathologyThese play doh mats are a great way to get extra (fun!) practice in minimal pairs therapy. Attach the labels to any Ellison cut-out or shaped paper and then laminate them. INCLUDES8 /r/ vs /w/
flowers with a gliding minimal pair on the leaves8 /l/ vs /w/ flowers with a gliding minimal pair on the leavesDIRECTIONSCut closely around the flowers. 5. As always, if there are any specific decks you would be interested in, please let me know. I present a strip of pictures with minimal paired words and have the student "read" them, reminding them
to think about and feel what their tongue and lips are doing to make the sounds in the words. I love to use these to promote awareness and muscle memory. Place them in the sensory bin so the leaves are hidden and the petals are showing HavePage 2This packet features a ton of activities to master /r/ and reduce gliding on the /r/ sound. I believe this
more correctly follows their locations in the IPA chart.The addition of the r-colored vowels for American EnglishUse of minimal pairs as examples for each phonemeFile includesBritPartner Templateby I will upload better sample images later. Different attributes or functions are listed surrounding the animal's picture and the student needs to click on
the words which correctly describe that particular animal. Students only see names on the screen, but the teacheSubjects:Minimal Pairs Production: Liquids and Glidesby This activity is one I use often with my students who substitute a "W" for "L" or "R" sounds at the beginning of words. The listening student must follow the line in the direction of
the correct word. Put the cards face-up on the table or floor. Included are 6 separate sets of practice sheets along with a blank template that can be used to create your own!Want more /l/ and /r/ practice? Have the students take turns telling the others what word to hit. Will you both end up at the same destination? First person to collect all four wins!
Each playerFREE Fronting Initial & Final Minimal Pairsby M I N I M A L - P A I R SMy favorite way to target phonological processes and help younger students differentiate between sounds and target words. This resource is also part of a set:Vowel R minimal pairs gameby I've got a good number of students that don't accurately distinguish between
many vowel controlled r's, like "er" vs. The first student now chooses one ofJust Add Cluster Reduction FREEBIEby Adventures in Speech PathologyThis "Just Add" concept is a visual and tactile support for children who present with the phonological process of cluster reduction. It's loosely based off the popular layout by Adrian Underhill. I used the
automatic picture generator because I kept getting a message that my files were too large. They often don't know how similar their pronunciations of "shirt" and "short" sound! So I made this for repeated practice with those sounds. Contents: 10 strips of minimal pairs for "W" and "L" 10 strips of minimal pairs for "W" and "R" Directions page Graphics
by My Cute GraphicsPage 3SPEECH THERAPY, BOOM CARDS, DISTANCE LEARNINGDo your students need to work on their describing skills? Pages are hyperlinked so teachers can easily instruct students to work in partners with minimal management required. Students form into pairs 3. Have fun!My This fronting minimal pairs FREEBIE
includes:8 initial /k/ minimal pairs (16 cards total)8 final /k/ minimal pairs (16 cards total) 8 initial /g/ minimal pairs (16 cards total)4 final /g/ minimal pars (8 cards total)Download Final Consonant Deletion Minimal Pairs hereCheck out Minimal Pairs Fly Swatter Game Cards for 150 minimal pairsAny feedback is aFREE Gliding Minimal Pairs Speech
Therapy Sensory Binby FREE! Target the phonological error of gliding in the initial position with this spring-themed activity! This product was designed as a sensory bin activity but can also be used on its own with any game. "ar"... 1. This is a fun and easy way to show students why it is important to articulate words correctly.Types:Pronunciation
Pathways: Minimal Pairs L and Rby In Pronunciation Pathways, students must guide their partner along their chosen path by differentiating between minimal pairs of L and R. Sorry for the inconvenience.Differentiate Partners with this easy to use PowerPoint template. No extra material needed (not even dice) except a game piece for each player! The
object of the game is to collect each weather icon (lightning, sun, cloud, and moon). Need some new ideas for evoking the r-sound? One student becomes the guide, and says either of the words on the first row. There’s a side view of the articulators, a list of suggestions, and a very useful video tape. This list of Internet resources is set up so you can (in
Windows) hit the CTRL key while clicking on the desired web site URL. This resource is for the phonological process of gliding and includes play doh mats for the following error patterns:- R/W- L/W- L/YAll you need is a laminator and play doh to use!Please feel free to provide any feedback or get in contact with any questions (email address included
in the resource).
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